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Simply My Story - Bonita Johnson 2013-08-14

each of us as believers today. The MacArthur
Bible Studies provide intriguing examinations of
the whole of Scripture. Each guide incorporates
extensive commentary, detailed observations on
overriding themes, and probing questions to
help you study the Word of God with guidance
from John MacArthur.
Truth for Life - Alistair Begg 2021-11-01
A year of gospel-saturated daily devotions from
renowned Bible teacher Alistair Begg. Start with
the gospel each and every day with this one-year
devotional by renowned Bible teacher Alistair
Begg. We all need to be reminded of the truth
that anchors our life and excites and equips us
to live for Christ. Reflecting on a short passage
each day, Alistair spans the Scriptures to show
us the greatness and grace of God, and to thrill
our hearts to live as His children. His clear,
faithful exposition and thoughtful application
mean that this resource will both engage your
mind and stir your heart. Each day includes
prompts to apply what you’ve read, a related
Bible text to enjoy, and a plan for reading
through the whole of the Scriptures in a year.
The hardback cover and ribbon marker make
this a wonderful gift.
Not Paul, But Jesus - Jeremy Bentham 1823

Victorian England: Portrait of an Age - G. M.
Young 2021-08-30
"Victorian England: Portrait of an Age" by G. M.
Young. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be
read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly
and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.
1 and 2 Timothy - John F. MacArthur
2016-05-31
Timothy was a close associate of Paul who was
facing problems within the church that he was
leading in Ephesus. In these personal letters,
Paul gives practical pastoral instruction to his
protégé, highlighting godliness and holy living to
help Timothy fulfill his calling and effectively
carry out his important tasks in the church. “Let
no one despise your youth,” Paul encouraged,
“but be an example to believers in word, in
conduct, in love, in spirit, in faith, in purity” (1
Timothy 4:12). Paul’s gentle encouragement in
these letters challenges Timothy to persevere in
his faith—a faith that might have been
weakening under the pressure of the church and
the persecution of the world. Paul’s godly
counsel was helpful not only to Timothy, a firstcentury Christian leader, but is also helpful to
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Many Kingdoms - Elizabeth Jordan 2018-05-23
Reproduction of the original: Many Kingdoms by
Elizabeth Jordan
Can I Lose My Salvation? - R. C. Sproul
2019-03-14
Painfully aware of their sin and confronted by
the Bible's warnings about falling away, people
can sometimes be tempted to think that they are
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no longer Christians. In this booklet, Dr. R.C.
Sproul looks at the Scriptures to see if a true
Christian can ever fall away from the faith. He
addresses topics such as the unforgivable sin,
false converts, and the presence of sin in the
lives of believers in this world. When Christians
rely on God's promise to preserve them to the
end, they gain assurance of their salvation. The
Crucial Questions booklet series by Dr. R.C.
Sproul offers succinct answers to important
questions often asked by Christians and
thoughtful inquirers.
Agents of Babylon - David Jeremiah 2015-10-06
In his #1 New York Times bestseller Agents of
the Apocalypse, noted prophecy expert Dr. David
Jeremiah explored the book of Revelation
through the lens of its major players. Now, in the
much-anticipated follow-up, Agents of Babylon,
Dr. Jeremiah examines prophecy through the
eyes of the characters in the book of Daniel,
explains what the prophecies mean, and helps us
understand how these prophetic visions and
dreams apply to our lives today. Written in the
same highly engaging half dramatization, half
Bible teaching format as Agents of the
Apocalypse, Agents of Babylon is not only an indepth exploration of the characters and
prophecies contained in the book of Daniel but
also a dramatic retelling of Scripture that is sure
to bring ancient prophecy to light like never
before.
Truth Or Territory - Jim Osman 2015-09-11
This book offers a critique of common spiritual
warfare practices including binding Satan,
renouncing curses, spiritual mapping and
exorcisms. Using Scripture, and Scripture alone,
Pastor Jim Osman shows that true spiritual
warfare is not a battle over territory, but a battle
for the truth. The book is divided into four
sections: Establishing Biblical Principles,
Exposing Unbiblical Practices, Explaining
Biblical Perspectives and Examining a Biblical
Passage. A biblical approach to spiritual warfare
recognizes the Bible as the sole authority,
rejects unbiblical and man-made methods, and
rests in Christ and His finished work for victory.
Many in the modern spiritual warfare movement
teach a methodology of spiritual warfare that is
more akin to something you would find in a
Harry Potter novel (renouncing curses and using
prayer mantras to seize territory) than anything
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described in Scripture. Many of these practices
reflect a theology built on anecdotes,
experience, and interviews with demons rather
than a sound exegesis of Scripture. Footnoted
quotations of authors like Mark Bubeck, Neil T.
Anderson, and others are compared against
Scripture to show that modern spiritual warfare
"experts" have abandoned the authority of
Scripture and opted for man-made methods to
wage spiritual battle. The chapters include a
study of the three enemies that every Christian
faces: the world, the flesh, and the devil. Pastor
Osman answers from Scripture the questions:
Can a Christian be demon-possessed? Is Christ's
authority ours? and, What about exorcisms? One
chapter includes a helpful discussion of the link
between spiritual warfare and a believer's
sanctification. The foreword is written by
international conference speaker Justin Peters
(justinpeters.org). This book is being published
as an e-book as a fundraiser to finish the new
church building of Kootenai Community Church
(www.kootenaichurch.org) of which Jim is one of
the pastors. All the proceeds go the building
fund for the completion of that project. You can
see regular updates at http:
//www.truthorterritory.com .
1-3 John - John MacArthur 2007
The apostle John is really a man for our times.
He wrote his three New Testament letters in a
bold, direct, even dogmatic style, more so
perhaps than any other New Testament writer.
Although renowned traditionally as the apostle
of love (and he was), he was an authoritative,
uncompromising teacher and an exclusive-style
instructor with a crucial message of truth versus
error, which the church much needs to hear in
the twenty-first century. This commentary
considers John's clear, simple, unambiguous
words from his three brief but profound letters.
His themes, some of them reiterated more than
once, emerge powerfully, such as the first
letter's stress on doctrinal certainty, moral
clarity, and the preeminence of biblical love,
along with the second letter's emphasis on living
the truth and the third's on discerning friends
and foes in the local church.
Goals - Arrow Press 2018-11-14
This 5.5 x 8.5 sized journal is perfect for daily
goal setting and making sure you get done what
needs to get done. Each page gives you space to
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write today's daily goals, an uplifting or
affirming message to make it through the day,
and space for notes and reminders for tomorrow.
It's the simplest and best way to stay on track
and accomplish your goals. Arrow Press daily
goals notebooks are also a perfect size for using
at home or bringing with you on the go, and its
soft cover is durable and nice to look at. These
journals also come in other colors and designs.
Eve in Exile: The Restoration of Femininity Rebekah Merkle 2016-09-27
The swooning Victorian ladies and the 1950s
housewives genuinely needed to be liberated.
That much is indisputable. So, First-Wave
feminists held rallies for women's suffrage.
Second-Wave feminists marched for Prohibition,
jobs, and abortion. Today, Third-Wave feminists
stand firmly for nobody's quite sure what. But
modern women--who use psychotherapeutic
antidepressants at a rate never before seen in
history--need liberating now more than ever. The
truth is, feminists don't know what liberation is.
They have led us into a very boring dead end.
Eve in Exile sets aside all stereotypes of midcentury housewives, of China-doll femininity, of
Victorians fainting, of women not allowed to
think for themselves or talk to the men about
anything interesting or important. It dismisses
the pencil-skirted and stiletto-heeled executives
of TV, the outspoken feminists freed from all
that hinders them, the brave career women in
charge of their own destinies. Once those
fictionalized stereotypes are out of the way-whether they're things that make you gag or
things you think look pretty fun--Christians can
focus on real women. What did God make real
women for?
End Times - Stephen Armstrong 2017-04-20
The first in a new Bible study series from Verse
By Verse Ministry International (vbvmi.org). This
12-week VBVMI Group Study on End Times
features thought-provoking teaching of core
biblical concepts in prophecy. The workbook
prepares both individual students and small
groups for a deeper study of eschatology by
examining key ideas and highlights from the
book of Revelation, Daniel and other scripture.
Students will gain a foundational understanding
of God's plan for Israel, the Church and the end
of the age. The VBVMI Group Study series is
designed to suit the needs of students new to a
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study of end times while still offering a challenge
to experienced Bible students. Each lesson in
this study includes a video available to stream
for free over the internet. The videos feature the
teaching of Stephen Armstrong, acclaimed for
his unique and gifted approach to explaining the
Bible. The 12 videos are available for viewing or
download for free at:
http://www.vbvmiendtimesstudy.org. A printable
PDF copy of the workbook may also be
downloaded for free.
Women in the Sun, Linen in the Wind - María
Claudia Otsubo 2018-10-30
These fifteen short stories dive deeply into
reality looking to pull out new senses. They have
the ability to show - especially what cannot be
told. Tales of the feminine world, the natural
world and of freedom (or the lack of it) open up
the blinds to let us see beyond everyday's acts
and wordly rites; to let us see beyond words and
gestures.
The English Utilitarians - John Plamenatz
2013
The Complete Word Study Old Testament Spiros Zodhiates 1994
Edited by Spiros Zodhiates, Th.D. Book
introductions Footnotes on key passages
Extensive cross-referencing system AMG Greek
concordance Hebrew and Greek word study
sections Strong's dictionary Strong's numbers &
Hebrew grammatical codes Translational
reference index 2,608 pp.
Not a Fan - Kyle Idleman 2011-06-07
Pastor Kyle Idleman doesn’t just want to be a fan
of Jesus, he wants to full heartedly commit to
him and be a follower of Jesus. But how can you
make the leap from fan to follower? In Not a Fan
Idleman uses biblical examples to show how the
people who met Jesus also had to decide if they
were fans or followers, and what it meant for
them to then become followers. Being a follower
doesn’t mean that you go to church every week,
that you slap a Jesus fish on the back of your car,
and that you give to charity. That’s what a fan
does. What a follower of Jesus does, Idleman
observes, is die to themselves each and every
moment of the day because “you can’t say yes to
following Jesus unless you say no to living for
yourself.” In this three part book Idleman helps
you to discover whether you are a fan or a
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follower, how to recognize the invitation Jesus
has given, and what following Jesus looks like in
your daily life. With humor and real life
examples to draw you closer to Jesus, Kyle
Idleman compels each and every one of us to
Not Be A Fan
Beautiful Israel - 2011

Bibles, and provide humanitarian aid as needed
to an Unreached People Group in roughly the
same geographic location in which the story of
Jacob took place.
Israel and the Church - Chuck Missler
Has God abandoned Israel? Has the Church
“replaced” Israel? What does the Bible say? As
we watch the world events, it is clear that Israel
is following her prophetic scenario, and a new
chapter is about to be written—and there may be
a big surprise on our near horizon!
The Sword and the Trowel - Charles Haddon
Spurgeon 2013-09
This historic book may have numerous typos and
missing text. Purchasers can usually download a
free scanned copy of the original book (without
typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not
illustrated. 1866 edition. Excerpt: ... IttsiitoirriL
f f TTOW shall man be just with God?" is a
question of infinite importance -IX to every child
of Adam; a question, however, which could never
have been answered if Jehovah had not
manifested his sovereign grace towards his
apostate creatures. Fur from being a merely
speculative point, it permeates the whole system
of Christianity, and lies at the foundation of
personal religion, and of all right views of the
character and moral government of God.
Whatever else may be considered indifferent or
non-essential this cannot be; it is a capital article
of that faith which was once for all delivered to
the saints, and a mistake here may prove
eternally fatal. Well might Luther call it "the
article of a standing or falling church," i.e., the
article on the reception or rejection of which the
stability or subversion of the church depended.
This then is the subject to which we invite the
attention of our readers in this paper. And first,
as to the nature of justification, or that in which
it consists. The term justification is forensic,
referring to the proceedings in a court of
judicature, and signifies the declaring a person
righteous according to law. It is not the making
n person righteous by the infusion of holy habits,
or by an inherent change from sin to holiness,
this is sanctification; but the act of a judge
pronouncing the party acquitted from all judicial
charges. This is the sense in which the words
just a.nd justify are used in the Old and New
Testament Scriptures. For example it is said, "If
there be a controversy between men, and they

Charles Dickens; the Progress of a Radical Thomas Alfred Jackson 1971
An evaluation, from a Marxist viewpoint, of the
life & works of the great English novelist &
reformer. The author views the works of Dickens
in the light of the class-conflict philosophy so
popular in some intellectual circles during the
1930's.
1 & 2 Peter - John MacArthur 2000-11-07
These study guides, part of a 16-volume set from
noted Bible scholar John MacArthur, take
readers on a journey through biblical texts to
discover what lies beneath the surface, focusing
on meaning and context, and then reflecting on
the explored passage or concept. With probing
questions that guide the reader toward
application, as well as ample space for
journaling, The MacArthur Bible Studies are an
invaluable tool for Bible Students of all ages.
Jacob - Michelle Lesley 2012-01-23
Strap on your sandals and get ready for the
journey of a lifetime. Jacob's lifetime--and yours.
Jacob: Journaling the Journey follows the story of
the patriarch as he treks through the desert and
grows from an impetuous mama's boy into one of
the founding fathers of the faith. Along the way,
you'll meet his quirky, yet lovable family
members--such as "Manipu-Mom" Rebecca,
"Wild Thing" Esau, and Rachel, Queen of High
Maintenance--who played such vital roles in his
life. What could God possibly have to say to us as
women through the life of this rough and tumble
Old Testament hero? Plenty. And with the
distinctive journaling format of this study, every
woman will take away God's unique and
personal message for her own life. So come take
a stroll across the sands of time with Jacob, and
take the first step on your journey to a closer
walk with God. SPECIAL NOTE: Through
September 2012, all author royalties from the
sale of this book will be donated to the
International Mission Board of the Southern
Baptist Convention to evangelize, translate
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come unto judgment, that the judges may judge
them; then they shall justify the righteous and
condemn the wicked." (Deut. xxv. 1.) Here it is
evident that to justify the righteous, ...
Gospel According to Jesus - John F. MacArthur,
Jr. 1989-06-01

conformed to the image of Christ. But how does
the Spirit work? What is the nature of our own
personal involvement in the process? And how
do we know if we are making progress? Drawn
from the lectures of beloved theologian R. C.
Sproul, Growing in Holiness explores the
doctrine of sanctification, offering insightful
commentary on themes such as developing
perseverance, overcoming barriers to growth,
dealing with feelings of inadequacy, cultivating
love for God and others, exhibiting the fruits of
the Spirit, and much more. Whether you're a
new believer who wants to understand what the
Christian life is all about or you've been a
Christian for some time but are frustrated by a
lack of progress, this book is your guide to
pursuing a holy life.
The Gospel According to Jesus - John F.
MacArthur 2009-05-26
What is authentic faith? The Gospel According to
Jesus challenges Christians to re-evaluate their
commitment to Christ by examining their fruits.
MacArthur asks, "What does it really mean to be
saved?" He urges readers to understand that
their conversion was more than a mere point in
time, that, by definition, it includes a lifetime of
obedience. John MacArthur tackles the error of
"easy-believism" by addressing these questions:
Is it possible to accept Jesus as Savior while
refusing him as Lord? Can someone truly believe
without actually repenting? How do obedience,
commitment to Christ, and turning from sin fit
together with the truth that we are saved by
grace through faith alone? The Gospel According
to Jesus is just as powerful today as it was more
than two decades ago. It is a Scripture-based
clarion call for a rejection of the watered-down
message that has gained popularity in the
church and a return to the gospel Jesus
preached. This 20th anniversary edition adds a
powerful new chapter to the complete text of the
original classic, reinforcing the book's timeless
message—that Jesus demands to be both Savior
and Lord to all who believe. This book is
compulsory reading for Christians from all walks
of life and will help guide you into a deeper
relationship with Jesus Christ.
Cosmic Codes - Chuck Missler 2004

Exemplary Spiritual Leadership - Jerry Wragg
2010
What is it that compels a group of people to
follow the leadership and vision of one person?
Why are the insights and pursuits of certain
individuals more persuasive than those of
others? In this book, Jerry Wragg investigates
how leadership should be characterized in the
church, and how biblical leadership must differ
from the kind of leadership promoted in the
world. He explores the dynamics of leadership,
particularly the character traits that need to be
built up or eradicated in leaders, the dangers
that leaders face and the development of future
leaders: how to recognize leadership potential
and encourage leadership gifts in the next
generation. Throughout, Jerry Wragg writes
honestly and offers pastoral encouragement and
practical guidance that will help all men placed
in church leadership positions. Book jacket.
Mordin on Time - Nick Mordin 2003-02
In Mordin On Time, Nick Mordin sets out his
method for answering the most fundamental
question facing punters in any race, namely:
which is the fastest horse? He was timing the
sections of races with a stop watch, estimating
wind strength and direction, adjusting for
movements of running rails, using projected
times and calculating average times years before
the best-selling American books on speed rating
were published. This new edition incorporates
much new material, including standard times for
all Irish racecourses (plus the major French
ones). Mordin On Time enables the reader to
construct their own speed ratings wherever they
live.
Growing in Holiness - R. C. Sproul 2020-01-21
The Christian life is a process of growing in
holiness, our natural response to the good news
of our redemption in Christ. This kind of growth
is gradual, and obstacles are plentiful.
Thankfully, we don't have to go it alone. God has
given us his Spirit so that we can overcome
temptation and become more and more
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Men of the Word - Nathan Busenitz 2011-04-01
What is God’s calling for men? What character
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qualities does He value? What is biblical
manhood, and how is it cultivated? The answers
to those all-important questions are found in the
lives of men of the Bible—men like Abraham,
Joseph, Moses, Joshua, Daniel, and Paul. Every
one of them struggled with the same issues
faced by men today...which makes them highly
relevant role models that define what a real man
is from God’s perspective. Readers will discover
that real men... treasure God’s Word refuse to
compromise wait on the Lord pray with boldness
lead with courage reflect God’s love serve with
humility count the cost This resource is both
powerful and down-to-earth practical, providing
much-needed clarity and encouragement on the
essentials of biblical manhood. Men will find
great fulfillment as they pursue all that God
desires for them to be.
Agents of the Apocalypse - David Jeremiah
2014-10-07
Who Will Usher in Earth’s Final Days? Are we
living in the end times? Is it possible that the
players depicted in the book of Revelation could
be out in force today? And if they are, would you
know how to recognize them? In Agents of the
Apocalypse, noted prophecy expert Dr. David
Jeremiah does what no prophecy expert has
done before. He explores the book of Revelation
through the lens of its major players—the exiled,
the martyrs, the elders, the victor, the king, the
judge, the 144,000, the witnesses, the false
prophet, and the beast. One by one, Dr. Jeremiah
delves into their individual personalities and
motives, and the role that each plays in biblical
prophecy. Then he provides readers with the
critical clues and information needed to
recognize their presence and power in the world
today. The stage is set, and the curtain is about
to rise on Earth’s final act. Will you be ready?
My Soul to Take - Rachel Vincent 2009-08-01
She doesn't see dead people, but… She senses
when someone near her is about to die. And
when that happens, a force beyond her control
compels her to scream bloody murder. Literally.
Kaylee just wants to enjoy having caught the
attention of the hottest guy in school. But a
normal date is hard to come by when Nash
seems to know more about her need to scream
than she does. And when classmates start
dropping dead for no apparent reason, only
Kaylee knows who'll be next…
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Birds & Butterflies Drawing & Activity Book
- Walter Foster Jr. Creative Team 2019-09-10
With the Birds & Butterflies Drawing & Activity
Book, learn how to draw 17 different bird and
butterfly species with three methods: tracing,
grid drawing, and step-by-step drawing! This
interactive book is filled with 17 wonderful
winged creatures you can learn to draw, from
flamingos, owls, and toucans to monarch and
peacock butterflies. Packed with fun facts,
quizzes, and puzzles too, the Birds & Butterflies
Drawing & Activity Book will provide hours of
artistic entertainment! Inside, three different
drawing methods are featured: tracing, grid
drawing, and step-by-step drawing. Five tracing
pages are included so you can trace. Then try
the grid method—just copy the lines and shapes
into the corresponding square on the blank
practice grid provided. You will also learn the
same step-by-step method used by professional
artists: the basic shapes method. To draw birds
and butterflies like a professional does, just
follow the illustrations that show how each step
builds upon the last to create a finished piece of
artwork. Look closely at the new lines in each
step and draw the bird or butterfly on the
practice page provided after each basic shapes
project. Find the technique that works the best
for you, and draw your favorite birds and
butterflies over and over again! There are plenty
of practice pages and tracing paper inside, so
you have all you need to get started right away.
The simple instructions will guide you through
each step, making it easy to follow along. Plus,
learn some fun facts about the different birds
and butterflies as you learn to draw them.
Activities include a bird word search, a butterfly
maze, a bird map match, spot the difference, and
more. With fascinating facts, fun activities, and
practice pages encouraging you to get started
directly in the pages of the book, you can let
your inner artist take flight with the Birds &
Butterflies Drawing & Activity Book.
I Murdered Your Mother, I Think? - Robert
Beckstedt 2018-11-30
Maria the nurse and nanny - invoking Haitian
Voodoo to protect those she loves from her
damaged, violent sister Andrea. And Michael the wealthy man between them, fighting
desperately to save his baby son and escape with
the sister he truly loves. This exhilarating saga
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Fat-tailed scorpions are one of the most
dangerous scorpion species in the world. This
title introduces readers to the fat-tailed scorpion
and why and how it uses its powerful venom.
This title is at a Level 1 and is written
specifically for beginning readers. Aligned to
Common Core standards & correlated to state
standards. Dash! is an imprint of Abdo Zoom, a
division of ABDO.
Fist of the Blue Sky - Horie Nobu 2004-03
It is just before World War II and Kasumi
Kenshiro hides as a quiet, absent-minded
professor teaching literature at a small women's
college in Tokyo. Once the 62nd Grand Master of
Kohuto Shinken, "God Fist of the North Star,"
and known as Yan Wang, or "the king of Death"
who preserved the peace in the City of Devils, a
fighter of thugs and drug dealers, Kasumi now
seeks anonymity and a quiet life until the death
of his lover, and former brothers, forces him to
return to Shanghai to fulfill his destiny and
avenge the deaths of his associates.
Evangelical White Lies - Mike Abendroth
2016-07-18
In these last days of widespread deception, there
is an urgent need for discernment to identify and
reprove the subtle lies that compromise the
infallible Word of God. Mike presents a dozen of
the most circulated "white lies" within the
Christian church, along with the correct
interpretation and a clarion call for repentance.
Fundamentals of the Faith Teacher's Guide Grace Community Church 2009-03-26
This is the teachers guide edition to this great
study of the fundamental beliefs of the Christian
faith. With topics ranging from “God: His
Character and Attributes” to “The Church:
Fellowship and Worship,” this study is ideal to
disciple new believers or to realize afresh what
it means to believe in Jesus. The teachers guide
contains all the answers to the 13 lessons taught
in the accompanying students edition along with
excellent teaching notes to prepare the leader to
guide the group.

of love and revenge sweeps us from Hispaniola
in 1916, where the sisters' family originated in
poverty and slavery, to the lurking drug culture
of Balboa, Panama, and finally, to the United
States. The ripples of the sisters' family history
spread insidiously and threaten all that Michael
has built. Will the Voodoo that was meant to
protect save them? Or will it finally bring
disaster upon Michael, Maria, and everything
they love?
Made to Crave - Lysa TerKeurst 2010-12-21
What would happen if you started listening to
your cravings instead of trying to silence them?
If you’re tired of the same old messages of eat
less and move more, this book is what you’ve
been missing. You know “how to” get healthy…
but now there’s finally a book to help you find
your “want to”- the lasting emotional and
spiritual motivation to meet your goals and stay
healthy. The reality is we were made to crave.
Craving isn’t a bad thing. But we must realize
God created us to crave more of him. Many of us
have misplaced that craving by overindulging in
physical pleasures instead of lasting spiritual
satisfaction. New York Times bestselling author
of It’s Not Supposed to Be This Way, Uninvited,
and The Best Yes, Lysa TerKeurst, invites you to
find the missing link between a woman’s desire
to be healthy and the spiritual empowerment
necessary to make that happen. In this book,
Lysa will help you: Break the cycle of “I’ll start
again Monday” and feel good about yourself
today. Stop agonizing over numbers on the scale
and make peace with your body. Replace
rationalizations that lead to failure with wisdom
that leads to victory. Reach your healthy goals
and grow closer to God through the process.
This is not a how-to book. This is not the latest
and greatest dieting plan. This book is the
necessary companion for you to use alongside
whatever healthy lifestyle plan you choose. This
is a book and Bible study to help you find the
"want to" in making healthy lifestyle choices.
Fat-Tailed Scorpion - Julie Murray 2020-08-01
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